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AliEn communication

ROOT on WN slot

VOBox 
Services

Catalogue
TQ
Transfers
LDAP

Central services

Brokers
  (jobs, transf.)

Job APIs

User APIs

Optimizers
  (quota, prio)

Authen
  (all else)

JobAgent

SOAP

SOAP

proxy certificate

SOAP

Xrootd protocol

Token authentication

Site services

ROOT on User Machine
Xrootd
Proxy certificate

Worker node

aliensh

O(20K)

O(10)
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Worker node

jAliEn

ROOT on WN slot

jSite

Catalogue
TQ
Transfers
LDAP

Central services

JobAgent
  :jBox

Site services

jCentral

  

jBox

SSL(Compressed(Java serialized object stream))

WebsocketS, JSON serialization of requests/replies

Default uplink

Optional uplink

ROOT on User Machine

jsh

O(10)

O(100)

O(1000)

CA
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Parallel central services
AliEn and jAliEn are running in parallel on the 
same set of central service nodes

alice-jcentral.cern.ch:8097
SSL WebSocket for everybody (jobs and users)

alice-jcentral.cern.ch:8098
Java object channel + SSL

Please make sure your firewall allows outgoing connections to 
these ports
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1st step: deprecate API srv.
Intermediate step on the existing infrastructure
Replacing the API services that are the weakest link at the 
moment

Authen

jCentral

  

JobAgent
Worker nodeGetJob

old+new job tokens

ROOT 6

Catalogue
TQ
Transfers
LDAP

env

CS

CA
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1st step: deprecate API srv.
Done:

Tokens are issued by jCentral
Existing brokers and JobAgent code modified to publish the new tokens in 

the job environment

In testing:
New plugin to be fully transparent to existing code

To do:
Packaging for ROOT 6 + TJAliEn
Simpler dependency chain
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AliROOT (ROOT, TJAliEn)
    ROOT (Xrootd 4+, OpenSSL 1+)
    TJAliEn (ROOT, websockets, json)



2nd step : JobAgent
Keep the VoBox services (CE in particular) in 
place
Modify just the submitted script to start the new 
JobAgent instead
It should be transparent for everybody but we’ll 
do it site by site and with advance notice
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JobAgent split
Batch Queue -> script with embedded JA token

C=ch/O=AliEn/CN=JobAgent Start in a slot (can be also singularity / docker, 
up to the site to configure this)

JobAgent instance
getJob()

        C=ch/O=AliEn/CN=Jobs/CN=<owner>/OU=<owner>/OU=<jobID>

JobWrapper instance

Start in an isolated env (*)

All job and 
monitoring calls

ROOT 6 with the new TJAliEn implementation

Start in an isolated env (*)

W
ebSockS

(*) Can be a simple wrapper script or container or singularity… Depends on what the site supports 9



Whole node submission
Batch Queue -> script with embedded JA token

C=ch/O=AliEn/CN=JobAgent
One slot per machine, start a single JobAgent

JobAgent instance
getJob()

        C=ch/O=AliEn/CN=Jobs/CN=<owner>/OU=<owner>/OU=<jobID>

JobWrapper
All job and 
monitoring calls

ROOT 6

(*) Can be a simple wrapper script or container or singularity… Depends on what the site supports

JobWrapper

ROOT 6

....
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Whole node submission
Steered by the MJF configuration

$JOBFEATURES/allocated_CPU

Will advertise this value and match jobs with at 
most this many cores

Time limited by the JA token expiration and 
$JOBFEATURES/shutdowntime_job
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WMTEGEnvironmentVariables


MJF screenshots

The $MACHINEFEATURES and $JOBFEATURES directories contain files 
created by the resource provider.
The $JOBSTATUS directory is initially empty, and will be populated by the 
pilot job itself.
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$JOBFEATURES
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$MACHINEFEATURES
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$JOBSTATUS
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What else would you like reported from the job agent? Log files? Job IDs?



Finally, address the VoBox as well
- Deploy the new connection multiplexing 

service
- Batch queueing interfaces

3rd step : VoBox
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Packaging
Single .jar file of jAliEn + all deps (CS)
Externally we need (alienv / cvmfs):
- JRE (8+)
- Xrootd (cmd line interface)

Alternatively it can be packaged for
- Library only, to embed in other projects
- User = jAliEn + minimal deps to run the shell / JA
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Old services retirement
Most central services can be retired after the 
upgrade
Apart from the job API services that are needed 
by the old sw packages
We will have to keep a few instances around (or 
start them on demand) if we want to run older 
binaries
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To be continued ...
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